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Back in Dec 2016, posted a review of the Kradellock security devices for securing Harley-Davidson hard saddlebags.  Both 
devices have been redesigned – one significantly, the other slightly.  The original review is available at 
www.bogiesreviews.webs.com – some background on saddlebag security is included there.  The single most important tid-
bit is to remember that time is not a thief’s friend – devices to foil a quick grab-n-go will be those that protect the best. 
 
The two devices previously reviewed were the Bagglock IS (InSide) and the Bagglock OS (OutSide). 
 
The Bagglock IS has had some minor updating and is renamed ‘Bagglox’.  The update makes the ‘quick release stud’ 
slightly longer to allow for a guide slot at the tip; making for easier engagement of the stud onto the pin in the ‘captured pin 
block’.  Also accommodates those who may have a carpet lining, storage pouches, etc.; or using aftermarket bags made 
from a thicker material.  Additional flat washers are provided if you don’t have a lining or, perhaps, your rubber grommet 
has compressed – add an additional washer to adjust the tension of the quick release stud.  The functionality remains the 
same – with the Kapplock in place on the quick release stud, the bags are locked onto the bike – nearly impossible to 
remove without damaging the bags. 
 
The Bagglock OS (pictured below left) was designed to secure the outside latching mechanism of the saddlebag top of ’93-

’13 models (remember - ’14-‘16 changed the latching to be inside the bags).  When installed, the 
Bagglock OS prevents prying of the tang (attached to the back of the bag) that the latch (attached to the 
top of the bag) grasps on to.   
 
While this device is effective, the multitude of possible variations in design of bikes, bags and accessory 
equipment that use hard saddlebags ended up making it not be ‘one design fits all’.  So rather than have 
a slew of devices to fit specific bikes/accessories, Robert Becker Designs decided to approach the 
protection of the latch from a completely different angle.  So the clamp-on device that was mounted on 
the stock tang bracket, to brace it, to prevent prying, has been replaced. 

 
The updated device is called the ‘Liddlox’.  Instead of bracing the stock tang bracket, the devices completely replace the 
tang brackets.  The replacements are far superior to the stock brackets in that they are made from billet aluminum with a 
hard anodized finish and designed specifically to prevent prying of the lids.  The tang that the bag’s latch grasps onto is an 
integral part of the replacement bracket, rather than a thin piece of bendable metal riveted inside the stock bracket.  Further, 
the new bracket fills the space that allowed a prying device to reach the tang and/or latch.  Since the overall shape and size 
are the same as the stock brackets, it now is a ‘one design fits all’.  All four latch points are now protected. 
 
Installation is simply remove the 4 screws holding the stock bracket on and install the Liddlox in place 
of the stock bracket using the same screws (blue thread lock is always a good idea).  You’ll notice that 
the threaded portion of the stock brackets is a piece added (uncertain if spot welded or glued on) to 
the bent metal form that makes the bracket.  On the Liddlox, the material is substantial enough for the 
threaded screw holes to also be integral to the bracket.  The only difference noted after installing the 
Liddlox is the lid of the saddlebag needs to be held at a slightly steeper angle to engage the latch of 
the lid into the Liddlox; this serves to close the lids a bit tighter.  As a bonus, the devices are more 
elegant looking than the add-on brace.  Page 2 has some comparison pics of the stock tang brackets 
versus the Liddlox. 
 
The Bagglox and Liddlox beat the alternatives.  Well engineered, quality products.  These are devices I recommend without 
reservation.  If you decide to purchase, appreciate it if you’d tell Bob “bogie sent me”.  Robert Becker Designs is a Veteran 
owned, USA business. 
 
Please check their website www.kradellock.com for pricing.  More than some of the other bag security devices, but, less 
than others and, most likely, less than your insurance deductible.  A good example of ‘you get what you pay for’. 
 
As always – hope you find this helpful.  If you have any questions, please contact me. 
 
Respectfully, 
 
bogie
  

http://www.bogiesreviews.webs.com/
http://www.kradellock.com/
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